Pension fund comparison 2016

Top results year after year
for AXA’s insured/
The year’s top pension funds have been named: On June 12, 2016, SonntagsZeitung published
the latest pension fund comparison. AXA is once again one of the top performers. In the 11 years
since this comparison has been made, AXA has been number one on the most occasions and has
had the most top-three finishes.
In the latest pension fund comparison AXA
demonstrates its success in offering constant
performance for its insured and achieved the
following top rankings, among others:
	1st place for the best service quality
(mystery shopping)
	2rd place for the best investment
returns over 10 years
	3rd place for the highest interest return
over 10 years

AXA follows a generally conservative investment
policy. Protecting its insured is the first priority
of AXA’s business model. Our clients can count
on us fully to meet our obligations. This is guaranteed by:
	A broadly diversified investment strategy, that
is adjusted in line with risk capacity, but still
offers attractive performance potential.
	Professional risk management.
	The capital strength of our life insurance company and collective foundations.

In the 11 years in which this comparison has
been made, AXA has already been ranked top
on six occasions and second on five occasions
in the investment return category. Clear evidence that AXA’s investment strategy offers
good long-term performance.

40,000 satisfied corporate clients

Partnership with a future

Competence
Secure pension benefits in the future thanks to our
far-sightedness and our sustainability

AXA manages many collective foundations with a
whole variety of focal points. This variety gives every
company in Switzerland access to a precisely tailored
solution for its occupational benefits insurance.

Security
Prudent investment of all pension fund money en
trusted to us with full management in Switzerland
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Simplicity
Comprehensive service offering, online contract
management to reduce our corporate clients’ administration – minimizing your effort
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